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a) Sketch the graph of each function.
b) Compare the domain, range, intercepts,

and equations of the asynptotes.

c) Is each function increasing or
demeasing? Explain.

3. The number, B, of bacteria in a culture

after f hours is girren by B(f)

a) How many bacteria were there initialir'.
b) lVhat is the d,oubling period, in hours?

c) Hour many bacteria are present after
24 h?

d) When r+'i11 there be 1,28 000 bacteria?

4. The graph of f[x) : 3" is transformed to
obtain the graph of g(x) - 2[3"*+; + 1.

al Describe the transformations.

b) Sketch the graph of g(x).

c) Identify the changes in the domain,
range, equations of the asymptotes,
and any intercepts due to the
iransformations.

5. l{/rite the expressions in each pair so that
thev har.e the same base.

a) 23x+u and B'-5 b) zT4 " and (+f
6. Solve for x algebraically.

a) 5:2x+4 3 b) Zff*t._1,g5zx+t
' 6 23'-"

7, Solrre for x graphically. Round your
ans\4rers to two decimal places.

a) 3(2x+ tJ = 6-"

b) 42' = 3x-t + b

8. A pump reduces the air pressure in a tank
by 17% each second. Thus, the percent
air pressure, p, is given by p - 100[0.83r),
where f is the time, in seconds.

a) Determine the percent air pressure in
the tank after 5 s.

b) When will the air pressure be 5 A% of
the starting pressure?
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1. 1 1. Evaluate,

a) log I''3 B1

b) 1og, V8- + + log, s1.z'1 
3

c) 1og, {logu VF)

d| 7k, where k - Iag, 4g

t e. Solve for x.

a) log" 16 - 4

b) logzx- 5

c| 5lo8.x- :=
1,25

d) log., (log, \,87): 3,5
13. Describe how the graph of

logo {2x - S)
Y- 3 +5canbeobtainedbv
transforming the graph sf y - logu x.

14. Determine the equation of the transformed
image of the logarithmic function 3z _ log x
after each set of transformations is applied.
a) a vertical stretch about the ,x-axis b)' *

factor of g and a horizontal translation
of b units left

bl a horizontal stretch about the J'-axis by
a factor of ], a reflection in the x-axis,z'
and a vertical translation of 2 units
down

15. The pH of a solution is defined as

pH : -log [H.], urhere [H*] is the
hydrogen ion concentration, in moles per
litre. The pH of a soil solution indicates
the nutrients, such as nitrogen and
potassium, that plants need in specific
amounts to gro14r.

a) Alfalfa gro\^rs best in soils r,vith a pH of
6.2 to 7,8. Determine the range of the
concentration of hydrogen ions that is
best for alfalfa.

b) lAlhen the pH of the soil solution is
aborre 5.5, nitrogen is made available to
plants. If the concentration of h)rdrogen
ions is 3.0 x 10*6 mol/L, is nitrogen
available?

L Express in
a) Y :3x

10. Express in
a) log.. 3

logarithmic form,

bl m = 2o+1

exponential form.

4 bllogo{x+5) _b



1. a) b) The tn'o functions
have the same domain.
x € R; the same
ra:rga, y > A; the same
y-intercept, 1; and
the saine horizontal
asymptote, ,trt = 0.15, Write each explession as a single logarithm

in simplest form. state any restrictions on

the variables.

a) 2 log m tlog Vn + 3 log p)
1

b) g0o*" x - 1o8., {X) * 1og., 3xz

cl 21og(x+1)*1og[x-1) -log[x, 1)

d) 1og, 2Z* - log, 3."

17. Zack attempts to solrre a logarithmic
equation as shorryn, Identify and describe
any errors, and then correctly solrre
the equation.

ts (x 
?.,:|- _ q)e

8l = xf - 8x + lG

0=x?-8x-Gs
x--l3orx=5

18. Determine the valne of x. Round ]ronr
ans\,riers to tr,r.o ciecimal places if necess&l-1r.

a) 4r{-1 - g{4'-')

b) log:, x * 3 log., xz _ 1,4

c) log (Zx - 3) - 1og {+x - 3l log x
d) 1og, x * 1og, [x + 6] -- 4

19. Tbre Richter magnitude , M, af
an earthquake is related to the
energy, E, ir joules, released b3r the
earttr{uake according to the equation
log E - 4.4 + I.4M.
al Determine the energy for earthquakes

r,rrith magnitudes 4 and S.

b) For each increase in M of 1, by what
factor does E_change?

c) .v = 4'' is a inueasing function: as x inmeases,
the corresponding values of y also increase.

1.}i

J, = t is a decreasing function: as x increases,

the corresponding rralues of Jr decrease.
z. a) B b) D c) A d) C
3. a) 1000 b) 3 h c) zs6 000 d) zrh
4. a) s vertical stretch by a factor of z about the x-axis,

a horizontal translation of 4 units left. and a
vertical translation of 1 unit up

c) The domain remains the
same: x € R; the range
changesfromy>Oto
_I' > L dtre to the verticai
translstion; the equation
of the horizontal
asymptote changes from
Y:Otoy:ldueto
the vertical translation;
the y-irrtercept changes
from 1 to 163 due to the
rrertical stretch and the
vertical trarrslation.

5. a) 23.r+6 and 23.**ru Or B.'(+z and B-'-s

b) 31?-3' and 3-1.' o, f+)'.-" urd f+I'- \:l/ \31
6,a) *L b) *
7. a) -A.72 b) 0.63
g. a) 39% b) 3,7 s

9. al log,: _F = x b) Iog, lJl ;- a * 1

10.a) .'t'=3 b) ob=x+5
11.a) *4 b) 4,5 c) -1 d) 49

lz.a) 2 b) 32 c) & d) #
13. a vertical stretch b1t a factor of + about the x-axis, a

3

horizontal stretch by a factor of + about the v-axis, a

horizontal translation of + units right and a vertical
translation of 5 units up

14, a) y=Slog{x+5) b) .I' : -log 2x * 2

15. al 1.6 x 10-B mol/L to 6.3 x 10-? mol/L
b) yes

16. a) log *, nt > 0, n > A,p > 0
vnp"

b) log,, 3,.\#, x > 0 c) log {x + 1), x > t
d) log, 32'', x € R

17. In the last step, Zack incorrectllr factored the
quadratic equation; .x : -S and tg.

18. a) 0.53 b) s c) 3 d) z
19. a) E=lOiolandE- 101i'rJ

b) 
_3] 

6 times

b)


